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Abstract

Whilst machining heat is generated by the friction inherent into the sliding

of the chip on the rake face of the insert. The temperature in the cutting

zone of both the insert and the chip rises, facilitating adhesion and diffusion.

These effects accelerate the insert wear, ultimately undermining the tool

life. A number of methods have been therefore developed to control the

heat generation. Most typically, metal working fluids (MWFs) are conveyed

onto the rake face in the cutting zone, with negative implications on the

contamination of the part. Many applications for instance in health-care and

optics are often hindered by this contamination. In this study, microfluidics

structures internal to the insert were examined as a means of controlling the

heat generation. Conventional and internally-cooled tools were compared in

dry turning of AA6082-T6 aluminium alloy in two 33 factorial experiments of

different machining conditions. Statistical analyses supported the conclusion

that the chip temperature depends only on the depth of cut but not on
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the feed rate nor on the cutting speed. They also showed that the benefit

of cooling the insert internally increases while increasing the depth of cut.

Internally-cooled tools can therefore be particularly advantageous in roughing

operations.

Keywords: Cutting temperature, internally-cooled tool, contamination-free

machining, dry machining

1. Introduction1

The large amount of heat generated in the cutting zone whilst machining2

is in many cases detrimental to the performance of the cutting tool. The3

generated heat can have a serious impact on the quality of the machined4

parts, causing them to be re-worked or scrapped. In conventional tools, the5

heat conducted into the insert can in turn pass into the tool holder. The6

consequent increase in the temperature of the tool holder may have an ef-7

fect on the dimensional accuracy of the machined surface1. Many authors8

state that a reduction of the cutting zone temperature through strategic heat9

transfer improves the tool life2,3,4,5. The notion of dousing the cutter and10

work-piece with cooling fluid was first reported as a beneficial technique by11

Taylor6. Many metal working fluids (MWFs) are hazardous to the operator12

and can cause respiratory and dermatological illnesses7. A number of stud-13

ies have been carried out highlighting that between 7-17% of the cost for14

a manufactured part is related to the coolant and the associated treatment15

activities2. Great effort has been made to remove the coolant completely16

(dry machining)2,3,4 or just to reduce the used amount (Minimum Quantity17

Lubrication, MQL)3. Removing flood cooling appears beneficial to the safe-18
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guard of the environment and of the machine operator health, while also19

providing a financial advantage to the manufacturer. However, the funda-20

mental machining requirement to manage the temperature in the cutting21

zone must always be confronted. The potential hazards associated with high22

cutting temperatures can include tool failure, slowed production rates and23

geometrical inconsistency of the machined part leading to higher production24

cost5.25

The desirable end result of the removal of MWFs from metal cutting is26

the opportunity to carry out contamination-free machining. There may be27

applications where an external coolant supply has prohibitive contraindica-28

tions. This would be for example the case when machining sensitive materials29

for optics or bio-medical applications or when machining harmful materials30

such as radioactive materials.31

In dry contamination-free machining, the most significant issue is the ele-32

vated cutting temperatures hindering the tool life and thus increasing the pro-33

duction cost2. The aim of this investigation is to compare dry contamination-34

free machining with a conventional and with an internally-cooled tool to35

address the issue of raised cutting temperatures.36

The shearing of material by the cutting tool generates a large amount of37

heat at the tool-chip interface8. Numerical models and simulations suggest38

temperatures at this interface can be as high as 400◦C whilst machining alu-39

minium alloys9,10. At these temperatures, specific microstructural changes40

occur11. According to Quan et al 12, between 60-95% of this heat is dissi-41

pated into the chips formed by the cutting process. High temperature in this42

region also creates a rapid formation of a Built-Up-Edge (BUE), where the43
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work-piece material adheres to the surface of the tool making it blunt. BUE44

affects the quality of the part, increases forces and the cutting temperature.45

The complexities within the cutting region with regards to abrasion, adhe-46

sion and diffusion are also well documented13,14. Adhesion of the work-piece47

material to the tool is highly influenced by the temperature in the cutting48

zone14,15. Subsequent tool wear and BUEs cause additional heat generation.49

This cycle continues until the sharp edge of the tool can no longer effectively50

shear the material in the cutting zone. The tool ploughs in the work-piece51

compromising the surface finish of the part. Another detrimental but equally52

destructive wear mechanism is chipping/notching of the cutting edge. This53

can take place due to a rapid disconnection of the BUE13. The high tem-54

perature within the interface region must therefore be controlled. Abrasive55

wear is unavoidable in cutting as the process is essentially based on shearing56

the work-piece material. In effective management of the cutting tempera-57

ture, the temperature should be reduced to a magnitude that minimises the58

degree of adhesive and diffusive wear.59

New approaches to thermal control cover the application of non-traditional60

cooling media and the methods by which it is applied to the work-piece.61

Among these media, the usage of cryogenic coolants likes liquid nitrogen62

(N2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) has been reported. Among these methods,63

high pressure jet cooling has also been studied16. However, in all of these64

methods the coolant is a consumable and in most cases it is applied in an65

open loop system. For the cryogenic examples the coolant evaporates and66

cannot be collected and re-circulated.67

A solution to this age-old problem is the notion of an internally-supplied68
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coolant within a closed loop system. Such a system was first described in69

the seventies17,18 and has then been attempted many times using a plethora70

of different designs and methods19,20,21. Fundamentally, a fluid is pumped71

though the tool shank, into a heat exchanger module situated beneath the72

cutting insert and back out through the tool shank. Channelling heat into73

the tooling may seem counter intuitive due to potential problems that this74

may cause (higher wear rates, diffusion, adhesion, tool expansion). But the75

internal fluid will enable the heat transfer from the cutting zone to an ex-76

ternal heat sink much more quickly than the time needed for these potential77

problems to arise within the tooling.78

Other researchers22 advocate the addition of internal cooling to tool sys-79

tems as a means of reducing the temperature of the cutting tool. Tungsten80

carbide is a relatively poor heat conductor, so the heat generated during81

cutting cannot readily be transferred through conventional tungsten carbide82

tools. The internal flow of coolant acts as an express way for the heat con-83

ducted from the tool-chip interface zone into the tool to an external heat84

sink.85

As much as 95% of the heat generated during cutting has been reported86

to dissipate into the chip12. Measuring the temperature of the chip appeared87

therefore a sensible choice to establish the effect of cooling the tool inter-88

nally. Any decrease of the measured chip temperature during cutting with89

the internally-cooled tool compared to conventional inserts would suggest90

that the internally-cooled tool is effective in transferring a significant frac-91

tion of the heat generated at the chip-rake face interface during cutting.92

Many authors have attempted to measure the temperature within the93
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cutting zone using an array of different techniques. The most popular of94

these is the embedded thermocouple8. This would be easy to implement95

using a standard monolithic cutting insert. However, in this investigation96

the internal geometry of the cooling structure makes this option not viable.97

The thermocouple is required to be as close to the cutting tip as possible.98

But the cooling channels are also required to be as close to the cutting tip99

as possible in order to maximise the effect of the internal coolant. There is a100

very large thermal gradient experienced during cutting and so a thermocou-101

ple which is placed more than a few millimetres from the tool tip will not give102

an accurate measurement of the cutting temperature. Another circumstance103

that would deter investigators from the use of embedded thermocouples is104

the change in the dynamics of heat transfer within the tool inserts caused105

by the thermocouple itself and the necessary hole8,23. Another method used106

in previous studies is the tool-work thermocouple or dynamic thermocou-107

ple24. This is difficult to use due to the relatively low electrical conductivity108

of the tungsten carbide inserts. In this study, a non-contact infrared py-109

rometer was used to measure the chip temperature. This method has been110

successfully used by previous studies to validate numerical and finite element111

analysis (FEA) models where the tool-chip interface temperatures have been112

calculated25. This method is deemed difficult to use due to the fluctuating113

emissivity of materials such as metals. However, once the pyrometer has114

been correctly calibrated using the black body technique, the measurements115

can be considered fairly reliable.116
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2. Experimental set up and cutting trials117

The intent of testing dry cutting conditions led to the selection of a ma-118

terial for the test parts that can facilitate cutting operations. An aluminium119

alloy was considered because its machinability characteristics make the wear120

resistance properties of the insert, which is the central critical part of the121

set-up, less demanding. A reduced number of conventional and internally-122

cooled inserts was therefore needed than the number that would have been123

required in machining other materials, say for example steel. The aluminium124

alloy AA6082-T6 with relatively high silicon and magnesium content (0.7-1.3125

and 0.6-1.2 % in weight, respectively) was selected due to its ready availabil-126

ity and widespread usage in several applications. One cylindrical bar was127

machined in cutting trials with a conventional tool insert and a second bar128

was instead machined in cutting trials with the internally-cooled tool. Di-129

ameter and length of the two AA6082-T6 blanks were 65 mm and 450 mm130

respectively. The length of the bar was sufficient to observe in each trials the131

establishment of a steady measured temperature of the chip surface. A mi-132

nor drawback was that the high aspect-ratio of the blank required a tailstock133

to be used on the lathe. The cutting trials were performed using an Alpha134

Colchester Harrison 600 Group CNC lathe. In Figure 1, the machine set-up135

is displayed. In the figure the tool system, the work-piece and pyrometer136

used to measure the chip temperature are shown.137

[Figure 1 about here.]138

Internally-cooled tools were designed and manufactured by modifying com-139

mercially available tools. This approach greatly reduced the development140
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time and cost. The designed internally-cooled cutting tool consists of three141

main components: (a) the modified cutting insert, (b) the cooling adaptor142

accommodating the micro channel and (c) the tool holder with the inlet and143

the outlet ports. A representative geometrical model of the modified cutting144

insert assembled onto the cooling adaptor is displayed in Figure 2.145

[Figure 2 about here.]146

The selected cutting insert was square in shape, without chip-breaker and147

made of tungsten carbide (WC) with 6% cobalt (SNUN120408, produced by148

Hertel). The insert was purpose-machined by electro-discharge machining149

(EDM) to fabricate a squared bottle-cap shape part with 1 mm wall thick-150

ness. It was then attached to the cooling adaptor in such a way that an empty151

cavity near the cutting zone is created between the insert and the adaptor.152

This cavity hosts the flow of coolant during operations. The cooling adaptor153

was machined on a five-axis micro-milling machine to accommodate ad hoc154

designed micro channels of 800 µm diameter to enable coolant recirculation155

inside the above-mentioned cavity. The module made of the insert and the156

cooling adaptor was then assembled with a tool holder. An off-the-shelf tool157

holder (CSBNR 2525M 12-4, produced by Sandvik) was modified so that158

inlet and outlet tubes for the internal-coolant could be fixed on the bottom159

and side surfaces, respectively. Figure 3 displays a production phase of the160

cooling adaptor on a five-axis micro-milling machine, the squared bottle-cap161

insert, the cooling adaptor and the assembled tool system.162

[Figure 3 about here.]163
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The coolant used in the experiment was pure water with corrosion inhibitor164

which was pumped in a closed loop system by a micro diaphragm liquid165

pump (NFB 60 DCB made by KNF- Neuberger). The pump can deliver up166

to 1.2 L/min with twin heads which allows coolant speed to be varied and167

controlled.In this study, for simplicity the coolant speed was kept constant168

at 0.3 L/min.169

The experimental set-up was complemented with a thermal sensor, a data170

acquisition system and a data processing software. The thermal sensor used171

in this study was a laser pyrometer with minimum spot size of the beam172

equals to 0.45 mm (µ-Epsilon, model CTLM3- H1 CF2). The pyrometer was173

fixed at 150 mm above the cutting insert and pointed to a single point on the174

insert’s rake face about 1 mm away of the cutting edge (cf Figure 1). The175

temperature measurements were acquired at 1000 Hz and then transferred to176

a computer-based acquisition system. Dedicated software (Compact connect)177

provided by the pyrometer manufacturer enabled to display dynamically the178

measured temperature values. Also, in this software, the emissivity of the179

target surface could be set. In this study, the emissivity of the target surface180

has been determined as 0.78.181

The values of the instantaneous chip temperatures recorded during all182

the cutting trials appeared to achieve a steady state condition. In the at-183

tempt of identifying unambiguously this state, a procedure has been devised.184

A unique value of temperature has then been associated with the identified185

steady state for each cutting trial. In this way, high reproducibility of the186

steady state temperature is assured. The procedure involved three stages.187

First, the start and the end of each machining operation were uniquely identi-188
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fied by recording the instants of time when the measured temperature exceed189

the minimum temperature measurable by the pyrometer (150 ◦C). Second,190

the interquartile range of the temperature distribution measured between the191

identified start and end was calculated. Third, the average of the temper-192

atures measured within the interquartile range is computed and defined as193

the steady state temperature of the chip. Figure 4 illustrates the procedure.194

This steady state chip temperature measured during a machining trials is195

taken as representative of all the thermal information available about the196

trial performed in pre-specified, designed machining conditions.197

[Figure 4 about here.]198

3. Design of the Experiment199

During machining operations with the internally cooled tool, the tem-200

perature (T ) of the chip was measured in a set of experimental conditions201

identified by three controllable technological variables: the depth of cut (d),202

the feed rate (f ) and the cutting speed (v). Due to their numerical nature,203

these variables have been considered as continuous rather than categorical.204

For each variable three values were considered identifying a region of inter-205

est in the space (d, f, v). Symbols, units and values of the technological206

variables are presented in Table 1.207

[Table 1 about here.]208

The number of the different experimental conditions (treatments) was there-209

fore 33, i.e. 27. For each of the 27 treatments the cutting test was replicated210

three times, thus giving a total of 81 tests. The run order of the treatments211
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was generated by assigning each of them a unique label and then randomly212

drawing a sequence of 27 labels from all the possible 27! label permutations.213

Once the machine was set up according to a specific treatment, all the three214

cutting tests for that treatment were performed. Changing from one experi-215

mental condition to another was a time consuming operation that prohibited216

to randomise fully the order of the 81 tests. If some nuisance event occurred217

while performing the three tests for a specific treatment, then its potential218

effect on the chip temperature would have been erroneously attributed to the219

treatment. However, the controlled conditions of the laboratory where the220

tests took place limited the likelihood for such random nuisance events to221

occur.222

4. Modelling and Statistical Analysis223

The main objective of this section is to construct a quantitative functional224

relationship (i.e. a model) between T and (d, f, v) in a region of the three-225

dimensional technological space (d, f, v).226

In Figure 5, the 81 test results are grouped by depth of cut. To make the227

figure clearer, overlapping points at the same depth of cut were separated by228

adding a random small amount to each abscissa of the points (jittering pro-229

cedure)26. The average chip temperature for each depth of cut is designated230

with a triangle, whereas the median with a square. Mean and median both231

suggest that the chip temperature increases linearly with the depth of cut.232

The boxplot with notches in the same figure further confirmed the initial233

graphical intuition.234

[Figure 5 about here.]235
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For each group of data (i.e. for the T s measured at one of the three depths236

of cut), each box is made of three horizontal segments, identifying the first237

quartile, the median and the third quartile of the T s, respectively. two238

notches (i.e. two vertical ‘v’ with apexes ending on the median segment) are239

calculated and drawn at each side of the boxes. If the notches of two boxes240

do not overlap, the median of the two groups are significantly different at241

about 95 % confidence level27. The dashed vertical lines in the same figure242

(called whiskers) extend 1.5 times the value of the interquartile range. They243

are meant to identify values lying far apart from the majority of the data244

in a group. In Figure 5, it is noticed that there are three such points when245

d = 0.5 mm. A further investigation did not highlight any assignable cause246

for the occurrence of these values. So these three experimental results where247

treated as unlikely but possible events. Thus, they were not excluded from248

the analysis.249

In Figure 6, the chip temperatures have been grouped by feed rate and250

by cutting speed. Opposite to Figure 5, these boxplots do not suggest any251

significant difference in the median chip temperature when the feed rate is252

changed. Likewise, changing the cutting speed does not appear to affect T253

significantly. Five extreme points appears in the two boxplots of Figure 6.254

Yet, as before, further investigation did not reveal any assignable cause of255

their outlying. These points were therefore not excluded from the analysis.256

In the same figure, the variability of the chip temperature appears dubiously257

constant. In particular, the group of feed rate 0.1 mm/rev is of difficult258

interpretation due to the simultaneous presence of 3 extreme points and a259

noticeably small interquartile range relatively to the other groups.260
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[Figure 6 about here.]261

No significant second order interaction effect of (d, f, v) on T was appar-262

ent in the examined interaction plots. To select a model to fit the data, a263

step-wise procedure with forward selection of the independent variables was264

followed28. Starting from the model with only the mean chip temperature265

and no variables included (also known as the null model), models with in-266

creasing complexity are considered by adding one variable at a time. When a267

variable is included, the p-value of the F-test assessing the significance of the268

decrease in deviance yielded by the inclusion is evaluated. If the reduction of269

deviance (i.e. the sum of the squares of the residuals alias the unexplained270

variation in the response variable) is statistically significant, then the corre-271

sponding technological variable is included into the model. Else, it is not (cf272

pages 323-329 in Crawley26, with adjustments). Second degree terms of two273

variables are included in the model only if each of the single variables are274

per se significant (marginality restrictions)29,28. The results of the variable275

selection procedure are shown in Table 2. The calculations were performed276

with r, a language and environment for statistical computing30.277

[Table 2 about here.]278

As a consequence of Table 2, the feed rate and the cutting speed are not in-279

cluded in the proposed statistical model, which is synthesised by the following280

equation:281

Ti = β0 + β1di + εi (1)

Equation 1 describes the expected chip temperature versus the depth of cut282

as a straight line. The index i = 1, 2 . . . , 81 identifies each of the actual cases283
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in the data available. The terms εi are random variables that, without losing284

generality, are assumed to be independent and identically distributed with285

mean zero and constant variance σ2. If they are also normal, further analysis286

of the model parameters are facilitated. The 2+1 parameters (β0, β1 and287

σ) have been estimated with the ordinary least-squares method (OLS) using288

the functions available in r30. A more complex model including a quadratic289

term in the depth of cut was also considered, namely: Ti = β0 +β1di+β1d
2
i +290

εi. As shown in Table 3, the model with the second degree term in d (i.e.291

d2) does not lead to a significant reduction of the unexplained variation of292

the response, when compared with the straight-line model (p-value=9.6 %).293

Thus the term d2 is excluded from equation 1.294

[Table 3 about here.]295

The model of equation 1 was tested for lack of fit28. From a practical point296

of view, this means that If σ̂ for the model is not significantly larger than297

the estimated repeatability standard deviation of the temperature measure-298

ment procedure, then the assumption that the model fits the data cannot be299

rejected. The results of the tests are displayed in Table 4. A p-value=9.62300

% shows that the lack of fit is not significant. The estimated repeatabil-301

ity standard deviation of the chip temperature measuring procedure equals302

16.3 ◦C
(√

20792
78

◦C
)

, whereas the estimated standard deviation of the errors303

is 16.5 ◦C
(√

21548
79

◦C
)

.304

[Table 4 about here.]305

Graphically, the test for lack of fit shows that the difference between the fitted306

and the mean points for each of the cutting depths tested is not significant307
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(cf the x and the triangular points in Figure 5).308

The estimated intercept and slope are displayed in Table 5 together with309

their estimated standard deviations (i.e. standard errors).310

[Table 5 about here.]311

The differences between the measured temperature values and the corre-312

sponding predictions of the model (fitted values) are referred to as residuals.313

If the errors εi are independent and with equal variance, then the residuals314

should not exhibit any pattern nor varying scatter, regardless of how they315

may have been grouped. In Figure 7 the residuals are displayed versus the316

fitted temperature values and versus the depth of cut (both jittered). The317

group means are also displayed as triangular points (there are 3 groups of 27318

data points in each of the two diagrams).319

[Figure 7 about here.]320

Figure 7 raises the suspicion that the variance of the errors is not constant.321

The residuals with larger fitted values appear to have lower dispersion than322

the others. Due to the proportionality of the fitted temperature and the323

depth of cut (cf equation 1), the residuals also appear to have lower varia-324

tion when the depth of cut is larger (Figure 7). New models were therefore325

considered to account for heteroscedastic errors (cf the classes of variance326

functions in the r package nlme 31,32). The exponential variance function327

(i.e. varExp()) offered the best fitting of the model to the data in terms of328

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)32. The variance of the errors is modelled329

by this class as described in the following equation:330

Var (εi) = σ2
ae

2 δ di (2)
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In equation 2, σa and δ are two parameters in the model that are estimated331

using the restricted maximum likelihood method (reml) as implemented in332

the gls() function of nlme. The estimates are displayed in Table 6 together333

with approximate 95 % confidence intervals for the same estimated parame-334

ters.335

[Table 6 about here.]336

The difference of the intercepts and the slopes in the two models does not337

appears significant. The corresponding confidence intervals overlap (cf Ta-338

bles 5 and 6). Yet Figure 8 shows that equation 2 successfully accounts for339

the variance structure of the errors.340

[Figure 8 about here.]341

Similar analyses have been performed on data collected in designed machin-342

ing trials with an uncooled tool in the same experimental conditions. These343

analyses led to the same conclusion that only the depth of cut is a signif-344

icant explanatory variable for the the chip temperature. The fitted model345

can be described with the same terms present in Equation 1. The ols es-346

timates of the model parameters and their 95 % confidence intervals under347

the hypothesis of normally distributed errors are displayed in Table 7.348

[Table 7 about here.]349

The confidence intervals of the intercept and the slope of the model for the350

internally-cooled tool do not overlap with the corresponding confidence inter-351

vals calculated for the conventional tool (cf Table 6 and 7) . This is a strong352
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evidence that the internal microfluidics structures are effective in changing353

the measured thermal characteristics of the chip.354

Opposite to the case of the cutting trials with the internally cooled tool,355

in Figure 9 the residuals do not exhibit any pattern of variance increasing356

with the depth of cut (Figure 7).357

[Figure 9 about here.]358

5. Practical implications of the findings359

The Analysis in the previous section provides quantitative evidence that360

for the internally-cooled tool the dispersion of the temperature measurement361

results is decreasing while depth of cuts and chip temperatures increase (cf.362

Figure 7). A possible reason can be identified in the measuring system of363

the chip temperature. The diameter of the pyrometer laser beam was in fact364

0.45 mm. So when measuring the chip temperature, if the width of the chip365

is smaller than 0.45 mm, the part of the laser beam that exceeds the size of366

the chip may hit upon part of the tool rake face. If this interpretation holds,367

then for depth of cut less than 0.45 mm the chip temperature measurements368

may be biased.369

The potential bias in measuring the temperature may be the reason why370

the straight lines in Figure 10 intersect. These continuous and dashed lines in371

Figure 10 represent the models fitted to the the experimental results from the372

cutting trials with an internally-cooled and a conventional tool, respectively.373

A possible different interpretation of the intersection between the two lines374

is that the internally-cooled tool is indeed effective in reducing the chip tem-375

perature only beyond a critical depth of cut. Further investigation outside376
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the scope of this investigation is required to clarify this point.377

[Figure 10 about here.]378

This constantly varying exposed area of the rake face to the laser beam379

may be the cause of the inflated variability of the errors at lower depth of380

cut. However, it has been shown above that the changed structures of the381

errors variance does not affect significantly the ols estimates of the intercept382

and of the slope of the model.383

This consideration may also help to explain the rather unexpected circum-384

stance that at d = 0.20 mm six measured chip temperature values obtained385

with the internally cooled tool are higher than any other temperature mea-386

sured when machining at the same depth of cut with a conventional tool387

(Figure 10).388

The same set-up for measuring the temperature has been used also in the389

experiment with a conventional tool not internally cooled. Yet, in that case390

no reduced dispersion of the temperature measurement results was observed391

when increasing the depth of cut (cf. Figure 9). The suspicion may thus arise392

that the increased fluctuation of temperature at small depths of cut may be393

a typical characteristic of the material removal mechanism with an internally394

cooled tool. Further study would be needed to support this intuition.395

The observation of Figure 10 does however remove any doubt that at396

d = 0.50 mm an internally-cooled turning tool is significantly effective in397

reducing the chip temperature. The extrapolation (cf Crawley26, page 412) of398

the two models of Figure 10 to depths of cut larger than 0.50 mm supports the399

speculative expectation that the internally-cooled cutting tool is increasingly400

effective in reducing the chip temperature.401
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6. Conclusions402

This study aimed at exploring the thermal characteristic of cutting pro-403

cesses with a purpose-built, internally-cooled prototype of a tool system.404

Chip temperature in turning of AA6082-T6 aluminium alloy with conven-405

tional and internally-cooled turning tools were compared in two separated 33
406

factorial experiments in the space of the technological variables depth of cut,407

cutting speed and feed rate. No external coolant was used in the machining408

trials.409

Linear statistical models with homoscedastic and heteroschedastic errors410

were fitted to the experimental results. ols and reml methods were respec-411

tively used to estimate the parameters of the fitted models.412

The statistical analyses showed that the measured chip temperature ap-413

pears to depend significantly only on the depth of cut but not on the feed414

rate nor on the cutting speed.415

These analyses also suggest that, as the depth of cut is increased, the416

internally-cooled tool is incrementally more effective in reducing the chip417

temperature than the conventional tool is. Consequently, when no MWFs418

are used, internally-cooled tools appear to be potentially advantageous over419

conventional tool in roughing operations.420

In cutting trials with internally-cooled tools, a significantly increased fluc-421

tuation of the chip temperature has been identified when decreasing the depth422

of cut.423
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Abbreviations432

AIC Akaike information criterion433

BUE Built-up edge434

EDM Electro-discharge machining435

FEA Finite element analysis436

MQL Minimum Quantity Lubrication437

MWF Metal working fluid438

OLS Ordinary least squares439

REML Restricted maximum likelihood440
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up of the internally-cooled tool on the CNC lathe: (a) pyrom-
eter, (b) work-piece, (c) coolant outlet, (d) cutting tool, (e) coolant inlet.
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Figure 2: Bottle-cup-shaped and squared cutting insert assembled onto the cooling adap-
tor. The transparent corner of the insert makes the internal pool of coolant and the micro
channels in the adaptor visible.
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Figure 3: (a) Production of the micro channels in the cooling adaptor on a five-axis micro-
milling machine; (b)top: bottle-cap insert, bottom: cooling adaptor; (c) fully integrated
cutting tool.
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Figure 4: The three stages of the procedure to define the steady state chip-temperature.
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Figure 5: Chip temperature versus depth of cut (a) and its box plot representation (b).
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Figure 6: Boxplot of the chip temperature grouped by feed rate (a) and by cutting speed
(b).
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Figure 7: Residuals of the model in equation 1 against fitted values (a) and depth of cut
(b).
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Figure 8: Standardised residuals of the model with variance of the errors varying according
equation 2.
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Figure 9: Residuals against depth of cut for the model fitted to the data from the trials
with an uncooled tool.
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Figure 10: Chip temperature for the internally cooled and conventional turning tool
against depth of cut. The temperatures are shown as round-shaped and triangle-shaped
points respectively. The continuous and the dashed lines represent the fitted models in
the two respective machining conditions.
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Table 1: Technological variables and their levels.

Variable Unit values

depth of cut, d mm 0.20, 0.35 and 0.50
feed rate, f mm/rev 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20
coolant flow rate, r L/min 0.00 and 0.30
cutting speed, v mm/min 250, 300 and 350
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Table 2: Selection of the technological variables to include in the model (Df= degrees of
freedom, Sum Sq= sum of squares, Mean Sq= Mean of squares).

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value p-value

Depth 1 23927 23927.0 87.72 0.0000
Residuals 79 21548 272.8

Feed 1 127 127.46 0.22 0.6388
Residuals 79 45347 574.01

Speed 1 323 323.34 0.57 0.4542
Residuals 79 45151 571.53

Depth 1 23927 23927 87.13 0.0000
Feed 1 127.46 127.46 0.46 0.4977
Residuals 78 21420 274.62

Depth 1 23927 23927 87.93 0.0000
Speed 1 323.34 323.34 1.19 0.2790
Residuals 78 21224 272.10
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Table 3: Comparison of the first and the second degree models (Res Df= residuals degrees
of freedom, RSS= residuals sum of squares, Df=Degrees of freedom).

Res.Df RSS Df Sum of Sq F-value p-value
1 79 21548
2 78 20792 1 755.64 2.83 0.0962
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Table 4: Test for lack of fit (Res Df= residuals degrees of freedom, RSS= residuals sum of
squares, Df=Degrees of freedom, first row regression model, second row saturated model).

Res.Df RSS Df Sum of Sq F-value p-value

1 79 21548
2 78 20792 1 755.64 2.83 0.0962
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Table 5: ols estimates of the parameters in the linear model with constant error variance.
95% confidence intervals of the parameters under the hypothesis of normally distributed
errors are also displayed.

parameter lower estimate upper

β0 / ◦C 155.6 β̂0 = 166.7 177.7

β1 / ◦C/mm 110.5 β̂1 = 140.3 170.1
σ / ◦C 14.29 σ̂ = 16.52 19.56
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Table 6: reml estimates of the parameters in the extended linear model with error variance
exponentially varying. Approximate 95 % confidence intervals of the parameters are also
displayed.

parameter lower estimate upper

βa,0 / ◦C 158.1 β̂a,0 = 170.5 182.9

βa,1 / ◦C/mm 101.5 β̂a,1 = 130.4 159.2

δ -3.659 δ̂ = −2.309 -0.9586
σa / ◦C 21.03 σ̂a = 34.57 56.84
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Table 7: ols estimates of the parameters in the linear model fitted to the data from
the trials with an uncooled tool . 95 % confidence intervals of the parameters assuming
normally distributed errors are also displayed.

parameter lower estimate upper

βu,0 / ◦C 134.1 β̂u,0 = 144.5 154.9

βu,1 / ◦C/mm 199.6 β̂u,1 = 227.6 255.7
σu / ◦C 13.45 σ̂u = 15.54 18.40
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